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Dare we say it: there was a palpable sense of optimism in the tourism industry as 2013 
drew to a close. Tour operators and travel agents were increasingly upbeat as bookings 
flew in and a flurry of consumer surveys suggested a more determined and confident mood 
among holidaymakers1. There were even suggestions of a return to early bookings as 
one report indicated that two-in-five holidaymakers planning overseas trips in 2014 had 
already booked them2. 

There were certainly plenty of reasons to be cheerful with no major disasters, airline 
strikes or significant holiday operator collapses to wreak havoc with UK holidaymakers’ 
plans to travel to their favourite destinations as they had done in previous years. Tourism 
to Egypt and Turkey – and latterly to Thailand - may have suffered as a result of political 
unrest while summer sunshine at home helped bolster staycations during the school 
holidays but overall it was a far less turbulent year for overseas travel.

The only real fly in the ointment was sterling’s slide against the euro and virtually every 
other European holiday currency as the summer drew nearer. Yet despite the gloomy 
outlook, holidaymakers remained resilient as growing numbers jetted off to European 
sunspots or long haul destinations made more accessible by new flight routes and 
increased competition between airlines. True, technical glitches marred the smooth 
take off of the much-heralded Boeing 787 Dreamliner but, once up in the air, consumer 
feedback was enthusiastic3.

To underline the return to stability, foreign exchange sales for 18 of the Post Office’s top 
20 tourist currencies – including the euro and dollar – grew during 2013, in 

some cases quite significantly.

Echoing this, in December the UK’s two leading tour 
operators published positive financial results that 

revealed recovery for Thomas Cook after its 2012 
woes and record profits for TUI Travel4. 

Against this climate of growing 
confidence, Post Office Travel Money, 

the UK’s largest provider of 
foreign currency, looks back at 

the year’s underlying trends, 
charting significant currency 

movements and identifying 
the destinations that 
proved high flyers. The 
Holiday Money Report 
also looks ahead at 
the issues and events 
most likely to shape 
consumer choice 
during 2014. 
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Contents Key findings summary

•	 The eurozone (page 6): In general it was a good year for 
eurozone destinations after two years of turbulence. Spain 
reported a healthy increase in UK tourist arrivals and Greece 
staged a remarkable recovery after its ‘annus horribilis’ in 
2012 – boosted to some extent by the fall-out from Turkey 
and Egypt’s political problems. Despite a summer slide in the 
value of sterling, resort price cuts more than counteracted 
the impact on the family purse with a resulting summer 
surge in euro sales at the Post Office. 

•	 Europe (page 7): Away from the eurozone Croatia remained 
Europe’s in-vogue destination and gained further ground 
on competitors. Its tourist board reported a 24 per cent 
increase in UK holidaymakers and the Post Office saw a 
further rise in sales of the Croatian kuna, which have now 
more than doubled over the past three years. 

•	 Although a falling pound put less cash in the pockets of UK 
tourists visiting almost every European destination during 
the summer months, there was no let-up in demand. In 
fact, sales of the affected currencies boomed in Post Offices 
– most notably for Nordic and Eastern European countries. 
Easier, cheaper flight access to Russia made it one of 2013’s 
big winners as the Post Office reported ruble sales up 
53 per cent for the year. 

•	 USA (pages 8-9): The USA had a good year as travel agents 
reported a bookings boom and the Post Office saw an 
upturn in dollar sales too. Despite the falling value of the 
pound for much of 2013, the country’s reputation for value 
persisted. In November the Post Office Christmas Shopping 
Guide reported that holiday shoppers could make big savings 
of up to 50 per cent by buying gifts in New York or Boston 
rather than London.

•	 Further afield (pages 10-11): In the long haul holiday 
market easier flight access and the powerful pound - or a 
combination of the two - helped destinations worldwide to 
attract more UK holidaymakers. South Africa, Australia, 
Vietnam and Mexico were among the year’s big winners, 
Bali was cheapest on the ground but scarcely anywhere did 
the pound stretch further than in Japan, making this a more 
affordable aspiration. 

◊ In the mid haul holiday market Egypt’s pain was Dubai’s gain 
as a 25 per cent growth in UAE dirham sales for the year 
underlined. Recurring riots and political unrest in Egypt hit 

the headlines with a consequent fall in UK visitors 
while there was an upturn of 48 per cent in 

dirham sales during the summer months. This 
signalled success for Dubai during what is 
normally peak season for Egypt’s Red Sea 
resorts. Abu Dhabi and Qatar also made 
headway.
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Flying high

18 of the Post Office’s top 20 bestselling currencies put 
on healthy levels of growth in 2013, even though sterling 
was weaker against most of them than in 2012. In fact the 
growth rate for 70 per cent of the bestsellers was in double 
digits, indicating more buoyancy in the holiday market than 
might have been expected. 

The most notable performances were by long haul holiday 
currencies. These were led by the New Zealand dollar, which 
returned to the top 10 currencies after recovering quickly 
from its poor performance in 2012. A 45 per cent rise in 
currency sales over the past 12 months has taken the dollar 
to seventh place, the same position it held two years ago, 
but the difference is that sales of the currency are 15 per 
cent stronger than in 2011. 

Demand for the South African rand also rallied during 2013 
resulting in sales growth of 31 per cent year-on-year, which 
helped the currency climb back to 11th place after last 
year’s fall.

Closer to home, another currency which gained ground was 
the Norwegian krone, which registered a 19 per cent increase 
in sales and moved up to 13th position after benefiting 
from the allure of the Northern Lights in the early months 
of 2013. This augurs well for the coming year as Norway’s 
Aurora Borealis has just been named the number one holiday 
‘must-see’ by UK tourists5. In addition, NASA scientists have 
predicted the best possible ‘solar maximum’ conditions for 
seeing the phenomenon for more than a decade. 

Meanwhile, Mexico’s meteoric rise in popularity in recent 
years shows no sign of abating. The proliferation of direct 
flights to Cancun and keenly-priced accommodation helped 
fuel a further increase of 33 per cent in Mexican peso sales 
over the past 12 months, which means that these have now 
quadrupled since 2009. As a result the peso has continued 
to move steadily up the bestseller chart to reach 16th place.

Figure 1  Post Office Bestselling Currencies 2013  
2012 positions in brackets

1. Euro (1) ■

2. US dollar (2) ■

3. Australian dollar (3) ■

4. Turkish lira (4) ■

5. Canadian dollar (5) ■

6. Swiss franc (6) ■

7. New Zealand dollar (11) ▲

8. Croatian kuna (10) ▲

9. Thai baht (7) ▼

10. UAE dirham (9) ▼

11. South African rand (12) ▲

12. Egyptian pound (8) ▼

13. Norwegian krone (15) ▲

14. Polish zloty (13) ▼

15. Czech koruna (14) ▼

16. Mexican peso (17) ▲

17. Bulgarian lev (16) ▼

18. Swedish kroner (18) ■

19. Japanese yen (19) ■

20. Danish kroner (20) ■

The growth rate for 70 per cent 
of the bestselling currencies 
was in double digits, 
indicating more buoyancy 
in the holiday market 
than might have been 
expected.

Currency movements & trends in 2013
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Good year, bad year

2013 was a good year for...

Australia: The Lions tour may have boosted demand for trips 
‘Down Under’ during the summer but there was rather more 
to Australia’s winning streak in 2013 than rugby matches. For 
the first time in almost a decade UK visitors benefited from 
a stronger pound – worth up to 16 per cent more against 
the Australian dollar than during 2012. It looks more likely, 
therefore, that the power of the pound may have encouraged 
holidaymakers to book trips to this most aspirational of 
destinations, resulting in a 40 per cent increase in dollar sales.

New Zealand: The Hobbit effect appears to have had the 
desired effect on tourism to New Zealand. Tourism New Zealand 
reported a growth in UK arrivals and said that almost one in ten 
visitors from January to April cited The Hobbit film as the reason 
for their trip6. With a second helping of Peter Jackson’s trilogy of 
films just served up in cinemas nationwide, the upward curve in 
New Zealand dollar sales could be set to continue. 

Dubai: A mid-year spike in demand suggests that the Emirate 
state was a major beneficiary of the fall-off in demand for trips 
to Egypt after political unrest flared up in that country. Post 
Office Travel Money sales of the UAE dirham leapt by 48 per 
cent in the summer months alone, while an overall increase of 
25 per cent for 2013 kept the currency in the Post Office top 
10. A strong performance by Abu Dhabi, which also uses the 
dirham as its currency, may have contributed to the increased 
sales. Its tourist board revealed a 15 per cent growth in visitor 
numbers for January-October 20137. 

South Africa: After three years in the tourism doldrums, 
South Africa saw a welcome return to form for the first time since 
it staged the Football World Cup in 2010. Tour operators reported 
a springtime bookings boom following David Attenborough’s 
Africa TV series8. Meanwhile the Post Office was handing out up 
to 24 per cent more travel cash for the same number of pounds 
than in 2012 as the South African rand slumped in value. Prices 
within the country were also low: Cape Town, just voted favourite 
city worldwide by Daily Telegraph readers, emerged as second 
cheapest in the Post Office Long Haul Report.

Japan: This was the year when Japan recovered fully from 
the after effects of the 2011 tsunami. In October the country 
announced that UK visitor numbers for January-November had 
risen over 10 per cent9 while the Post Office reported a 23 per 
cent year-on-year growth in Japanese yen sales to build on the 
34 per cent increase the previous year. As a result, 2013 sales 
of the yen were 21 per cent higher than they were before the 
tsunami hit the country.

…but a bad year for Egypt and Turkey

The only exceptions to the positive picture for the Post Office’s 
Top 20 currencies in 2013 were the Turkish lira and Egyptian 
pound, which both suffered reverses in fortunes.

Egypt: Renewed political unrest and advice from the Foreign 
& Commonwealth Office against all but essential travel meant 
that UK tour operators had to drop Cairo and Luxor from 
their schedules for much of 2013 and have only recently 
re-introduced these destinations. The fall-out even extended 
to popular Red Sea beach resorts like Sharm el-Sheikh and 
Hurghada, which were never included in the FCO travel advice. 
It was unsurprising, therefore, that demand was down and the 
Egyptian pound dropped out of the leading 10 currencies for the 
first time in several years. 

Turkey: Not for some years had Turkey looked such great value 
for UK holidaymakers as it did in 2013. The Turkish lira fell 
to a five year low against sterling and its best known resort, 
Marmaris, rated as good value in successive Post Office Holiday 
Costs Barometers. This makes the continuing fall in demand for 
the Turkish currency from its 2009 high all the more difficult 
to understand. More limited flight and package capacity after 
the failure of charter operators in 2011 and 2012 may be a 
factor. Another was the impact on family summer bookings after 
government crackdowns on street protests in some resorts10.

 

A mid-year spike in demand 
suggests that Dubai was a 
major beneficiary of the fall-off 
in demand for trips to Egypt.

Currency movements & trends in 2013

Australia

Dubai
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Making waves

Judging by Post Office Travel Money’s Fastest Growing 
Tourist Currencies chart for the past 12 months, the strength 
or otherwise of the UK pound appeared to have played an 
important part in dictating holiday choice since 17 of the top 
20 destinations saw their currencies weaken against sterling 
during 2013. 

The evidence suggests that holidaymakers were doing their 
homework before booking, not only by factoring improved 
exchange rates into their decision-making but also by 
choosing destinations where local prices are low, according 
to the Post Office’s resort costs barometers. The best 
examples of this are Vietnam and the Dominican Republic 
whose currencies, the dong and peso oro, topped the Fastest 
Growing Tourist Currencies chart.

Vietnam was a 2013 hotlist tip in last year’s Holiday Money 
Report and justified that choice by emerging as one of 
the year’s biggest successes according to long haul tour 
operators including Hayes & Jarvis and Travelbag. Direct 
flights from the UK, cheap resort prices, a stable exchange 
rate and new crop of boutique hotels helped the country 
make headway with a 94 per cent year-on-year increase in 
Vietnamese dong sales. 

Despite continuing debate about the impact of Air Passenger 
Duty on Caribbean holiday bookings, some islands appear to 
have overcome that hurdle and attracted more tourists. The 
Dominican Republic peso oro was the year’s second Fastest 
Growing Tourist Currency as its sales soared by 82 per cent 
compared with 2012 on the back of a low-cost, five-star 
holiday offer to rival Mexico11. 

The big surprise of the year was Tobago, tipped by tour 
operators as one to watch12. With lower resort prices than 
Antigua, Barbados and St Lucia according to the Post Office 
Long Haul Report, Tobago gained ground with year-on-year 
growth of 31 per cent in sales of the Trinidad & Tobago 
dollar.

Sales of the Russian ruble also boomed. A 53 per cent 
growth spurt since 2012 saw the currency move up the top 
10 to become the third Fastest Growing Tourist Currency. 
Low cost flight access to Moscow undoubtedly helped 
boost demand and, once in the city, the Post Office City 
Costs Barometer revealed that accommodation prices were 
reasonable too. Meanwhile a UK pound up to nine per cent 
stronger year-on-year against the ruble may have helped 
to cushion the blow of high prices for eating out in the 
Russian capital13. 

Qatar, South Korea and Oman were also among the 
countries tipped as emerging holiday destinations to watch 
in last year’s Holiday Money Report. All three repaid that 
prediction, putting on a growth in currency sales of between 
27-31 per cent to feature in the Fastest Growing Tourist 
Currencies top 20 for 2013. 

Figure 2  Post Office 20 Fastest Growing 
Tourist Currencies 2013  
2013 sales increases compared with 2012, 
with last year’s positions in brackets
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Indonesian rupiah (18)

Danish kroner (-)

Japanese yen (-)

East Caribbean    
dollar (-)

Hungarian forint (2)

UAE dirham (16)

Brazilian real (11)
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Malaysian ringgit (-)

South Korean won (-)

Croatian kuna (5)

Trinidad & Tobago    
dollar (-)

South African rand (-)

Qatar riyal (-)

Mexican peso (6)

Australian dollar (-)

New Zealand dollar (-)

Russian ruble (8)

Dominican peso oro (-)
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24%
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Percentage growth quoted has been rounded up or down to the nearest 
whole number and currencies are listed in their exact order

Currency movements & trends in 2013
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How the hotlist performed

This time last year the Holiday Money Report identified 10 
destinations expected to be hotspots during 2013. The 
Bestselling Currencies and Fastest Growing Tourist Currencies 
charts have already quantified the success of three of those 
countries - Mexico, Vietnam and South Korea – while Turkey 
was the only one of the 10 hotlist not to reach its potential. 
Here’s how the remaining six fared over the past 12 months: 

Brazil: The spotlight shone on Brazil as interest mounted in 
advance of next summer’s Football World Cup and its potential 
impact on holiday prices. A 27 per cent increase in Post Office 
sales of the Brazilian real suggests that many holidaymakers 
decided to jump the gun and head to Rio and Brazil’s beach 
and jungle attractions during 2013. This can be attributed 
to holidaymakers wishing to avoid the escalating hotel prices 
and accommodation shortages warned of by experts as the 
tournament draws near14. 

Croatia: Increasingly fashionable, Croatia’s star remained in the 
ascendant during 2013. More low-cost flight routes, Croatia’s 
relative affordability compared with some eurozone sunspots 
and a surge of younger travellers attending the country’s 
music festivals were the reasons given by the Croatian Tourist 
Board for a 24 per cent rise in UK visitors for the eight months 
to August. Its currency, the kuna, made a third consecutive 
appearance in the annual Fastest Growing Tourist Currencies 
top 10 after notching up a 30 per cent sales increase. Over 
the past five years this means that Post Office kuna sales have 
mushroomed by 143 per cent. 

Eastern European cities: Led by Budapest and Prague, cities 
in Eastern Europe looked great value compared with most 
Western competitors, making them the obvious choices for 
budget-seeking city break holidaymakers. Meal costs in Prague 
were Europe’s lowest15 whilst the latest Christmas Markets 
Barometer revealed that tourist prices were down almost nine 
per cent in Budapest. As the year drew to a close, the pound 
was rising in value against currencies for both destinations, 
putting more cash in the pockets of UK visitors. Post Office 
sales rose accordingly – by 10 per cent for the Czech koruna and 
25 per cent for the Hungarian forint, which now lies just outside 
the top 20 bestsellers.

Mauritius: Increasingly known for offering long haul 
holidaymakers affordable luxury, Mauritius continued to gain 
ground against Indian Ocean rivals, attracting more UK visitors 
for its five-star service at four-star prices16. Post Office rupee 
sales grew 20 per cent in 2013 as a result. 

Sri Lanka: After three years at the top of the best value 
rankings, a hefty price rise in Sri Lankan resort costs reported 
in the Post Office Long Haul Report in October meant that the 
Indian Ocean destination lost its crown. Despite this, Sri Lanka 
remained one of the best value long haul destinations and a 
popular low cost package option17. 

Thailand: It was far from plain sailing for the Far East’s leading 
destination as it came under increasing competition from 
Vietnam and riots in Bangkok hit the headlines at the year 
end. However, the first direct flights to Phuket got underway in 
November, courtesy of the new Dreamliner; Phuket resort prices 
fell according to the Post Office Long Haul Report and sales of 
the Thai baht rose 14 per cent to keep Thailand well entrenched 
in the top 10 currencies. 

Mauritius continued to gain 
ground against Indian Ocean 
rivals, attracting more UK 
visitors for its five-star 
service at four-star 
prices.

Currency movements & trends in 2013

Mauritius
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Currency movements & trends in 2013

Times were less turbulent in the eurozone during 2013 after 
the seismic shifts of the previous two years when debt crises 
threatened first to engulf Portugal and Italy and then, in 2012, 
Spain and Greece. 

UK tourists returned in their droves, underlining the resilience 
of these perennial favourites. Spain, the UK’s number one 
destination18, reported a 4.4 per cent year-on-year increase 
between January and September while in the Eastern Med 
Greece staged a remarkable recovery just a year after narrowly 
averting bankruptcy. Europe’s ‘comeback kid’ bounced back with 
record UK visitor numbers, five per cent up on 2012 levels19. 

The only fly in the ointment was Cyprus, which suffered a 
13 per cent dip in UK tourists as it counted the cost of negative 
publicity surrounding its €10 billion bailout and bank closures20. 
However, if the experience of other similarly-affected eurozone 
members holds good, tourism recovery should be swift.

There was no let-up in the pressure on sterling though. The 
euro remained robustly strong and by early spring some 
commentators were predicting that the pound could fall to 
parity with the eurozone currency just in time for the school 
holidays21. Although that forecast proved wide of the mark, 
by July sterling was worth over nine per cent less against the 
euro than when the schools broke up the previous summer 
(see figure 3).

Fortunately price cuts in resorts surveyed for the annual Post 
Office Family Holiday Report in Spain, Portugal and Greece 
were big enough to counteract the weak pound. This meant 
that families travelling to the Costa del Sol, Majorca, Crete and 
the Algarve could expect to pay less than they had in 2012 for 
typical holiday purchases. The appeal of eurozone beach resorts 
was such that the Post Office’s bestselling currency put on a six 
per cent year-on-year summer sales surge.

As the year drew to an end snow was falling in eurozone ski 
resorts - but not so prices. Although sterling had pulled back 
against the euro to within two per cent of its December 2012 
value, the Post Office Ski Resort Report found that prices for 
ski equipment, lift passes, ski school, meals and drinks had 
risen in 16 of 18 eurozone resorts surveyed. Kaprun (Austria) 
and Morzine (France) were the only exceptions. Kranjska Gora 
(Slovenia) remained best value but was being challenged by 
Livigno, one of four Italian resorts in the eurozone barometer 
top 10.

Eurozone tourism steers into calmer waters

Families travelling to the Costa del Sol, Majorca, Crete and the Algarve could expect to pay less 
than they had in 2012 for typical holiday purchases.

Figure 3  Graph to show rates of the euro to sterling 
from 2010 to 2013
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Currency movements & trends in 2013 

Winners and losers elsewhere in Europe

The euro was not the only European currency to strengthen 
against sterling. The same applied to currencies for every 
popular holiday destination outside the eurozone except 
Turkey. By July tourists visiting these European hotspots could 
expect to receive far less foreign currency for their pounds 
than in 2012 (see figure 4). Yet this did not appear to curb the 
appetite for travel as currency sales grew significantly at the 
same time.

Ironically the only exception was Turkey where the pound 
strengthened while sales of the Turkish lira weakened after 
tourism faltered when thousands took to the streets in 
anti-government protests.

As the year progressed sterling soared against the Russian 
ruble and so did sales of the currency. While the introduction 
of easyJet flights to Moscow are likely to have been a strong 
contributory factor to a 53 per cent rise in ruble sales during 
2013, this was also part of a longer term growth trend in 
which Post Office sales of the currency have more than doubled 
since 2010. 

Elsewhere low prices provided the incentive to head east for city 
breaks and this led to a growth spurt during the spring22. Paris 
remained the most popular city break choice23 but there was 
no getting away from the fact that Eastern Europe’s cities were 
much cheaper. 

In March’s Post Office City Costs Barometer Eastern European 
cities took seven of the eight ‘best value’ places and only Lisbon, 
recently named ‘Best City Break on a Budget’24, could break their 
stranglehold. The same was true when the Post Office reviewed 
city prices in December. Lisbon again looked good value but 
could not compete with Budapest and Prague, which were less 
than half the price of Berlin, Bruges and Paris (see figure 5).

Similarly, cheap family meals helped to make Bulgaria’s Sunny 
Beach the best value resort for a third consecutive year in the 
Post Office Family Holiday Report. Yet Bulgaria was eclipsed by 
another Balkan country, Croatia, where even its higher prices 
did not depress demand for the in-vogue destination. Summer 
sales of the kuna grew 35 per cent and by the year end were 
117 per cent higher than those of the Bulgarian lev. 

It was another good year for the Nordic countries too. Iceland as 
well as Norway benefited from a growth in visits to see some of 
the best Northern Lights in years. It is a far cry from the country’s 
parlous position in 2010 when bank problems and volcanic 
eruptions derailed tourism. A growth of 128 per cent in Icelandic 
krona sales since then suggests the recovery is complete.

Figure 5  What it costs for a European city break 
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Cup of coffee £1.20 £1.14 £0.60 £1.92 £1.98 £2.58 £2.50 £1.81 £2.15 £1.72

Bottle of beer/lager £1.62 £1.14 £1.12 £2.56 £2.67 £2.58 £2.50 £2.58 £3.01 £3.61

Bottle/can of Coca-Cola £1.08 £1.17 £1.20 £1.92 £2.15 £2.32 £2.50 £2.41 £2.15 £2.75

Glass of wine £0.99 £1.63 £2.58 £3.20 £3.66 £3.44 £2.41 £4.30 £3.01 £3.10

3-course evening meal for 2 
including bottle of wine £25.33 £22.18 £34.42 £63.99 £44.75 £51.64 £45.96 £57.66 £68.85 £51.36

48-hour travel card £9.92 £7.17 £10.76 £4.86 £6.02 £10.33 £10.07 £11.53 £10.33 £14.76

Sightseeing bus tour £15.03 £16.31 £12.91 £12.80 £13.77 £12.91 £21.51 £12.91 £13.77 £23.24

Accommodation: 2 nights for 2 adults 
in a 3* city centre hotel £45.00 £54.00 £66.00 £47.00 £69.00 £107.00 £118.00 £118.00 £111.00 £131.00

TOTAL £100.17 £104.74 £129.59 £138.25 £144.00 £192.80 £205.45 £211.20 £214.27 £231.54

Data relates to exchange rates on 2 January 2014, apart from Riga (based on 20 December 2013 rate for Latvian lats before Latvia joined the eurozone)

Figure 4  Sterling’s year-on-year slide against European 
currencies (July 2013) compared with value sales growth 
(June-August 2013)

% Rate fall % Sales growth 

Swiss franc -6.6 +20

Czech koruna -7.2 +14

Polish zloty -7.5 +17

Hungarian forint -8.0 +43

Croatian kuna -8.1 +39

Icelandic krona -8.3 +31

Swedish kronor -8.4 +2

Latvian lats* -8.6 +23

Bulgarian lev -8.7 +5

Danish kroner -9.3 +23

* Latvia joined the eurozone on 1 January 2014
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Currency movements & trends in 2013

The United States remained the UK’s favourite long haul 
destination25 notwithstanding the fact that sterling slid 
against the US dollar in the spring and summer of 2013 just 
as it had done a year before (see figure 6). By the end of the 
year the UK’s largest independent travel agent consortium 
reported that US holiday bookings were up 18 per cent 
year-on-year26 while Post Office dollar sales were running 
well ahead of 2012 levels. 

Certainly the Discover America campaign by Brand USA 
appeared to be working. By mid-year the marketing 
organisation was reporting a rise of 14 per cent in the 
number of UK holidaymakers ‘intent’ on travel to US 
destinations27. This was an impressive result just 18 months 
into the campaign, especially as travel industry bodies were 
highlighting a number of issues they warned could dampen 
demand for US holidays. Among these were Air Passenger 
Duty (APD) flight taxes, restricted hotel availability in major 
destinations and lengthy waits at immigration28.

There were plenty of positive indicators to encourage travel 
Stateside, according to Post Office Travel Money surveys. Hiring 
a car was cheaper in Florida than in 19 European destinations 
price-checked for August’s Car Rental Report. Ski resort 
prices were down almost 20 per cent in Colorado’s Winter 
Park, making it cheaper than several European competitors in 
December’s Ski Resort Report. And Holiday Costs Barometer 
surveys conducted during 2013 revealed that prices for tourist 

items like meals and drinks had plunged over 20 per cent 
year-on-year in the world’s theme park capital, 

Orlando. 

Resilient US gains ground

Whatever the exchange rate, UK holidaymakers 
continue to find the USA both an aspirational 
destination and one where they will always 
get great value for money.

Figure 6   Graph to show rates of the US dollar to 
sterling from 2010 to 2013
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Currency movements & trends in 2013

 

Equally enticing was the promise of rich pickings in US shops. 
As the annual pre-Christmas surge in transatlantic shopping 
trips got underway, the pound at last rallied. By December 
sterling was stronger than it had been a year previously against 
the dollar and had also gained nearly 10 per cent in value since 
its year low in July. 

Top choice for a shopping break was New York, named number 
one destination worldwide by tour operator Hayes & Jarvis and 
the city that most holidaymakers wanted to visit in the annual 
Post Office City Costs Barometer. For the second consecutive 
year the Big Apple also emerged as second only in popularity 
to Paris in the Hotel Price Index published by Hotels.com and a 
record 54.3 million tourists visited the city29. 

Paul Havenhand, Head of Travel at the Post Office, said: 
“Whatever the exchange rate, UK holidaymakers continue to find 
the USA both an aspirational destination and one where they will 
always get great value for money. That reputation for value is 
well-deserved as our 2013 surveys have again shown – with low 
prices in shops and restaurants and at the pumps providing a 
great incentive to book a US holiday.”

Stateside shopping spree brings 
significant savings 

As the pound edged up in value against the US dollar towards 
the end of 2013, the annual Post Office Christmas Shopping 
Guide, produced jointly with Virgin Holidays for the first time, 
revealed that holidaymakers on US shopping trips could save 
themselves hundreds of pounds on London prices. 

The biggest discounts of 40-50 per cent were on US designer 
jeans and clothes but, from over 100 items surveyed in London, 
New York and Boston, the report found that savings of a third or 
more were commonplace. 

Using the £390 duty free allowance in New York, Post Office 
Travel Money was able to demonstrate this by compiling a 
shopping list of 10 ‘must-have’ gift items for family members, 
which together saved a third on London prices. In addition 
to Hollister jeans and high fashion Abercrombie & Fitch and 
Marc Jacobs items, this included make-up, skincare, fragrance, 
electronic gadgets and toys (see figure 7).

Paul Havenhand said: “One of the best ways to carry the £390 
duty free allowance on a Stateside shopping trip is on a prepaid 
card like the Post Office Travel Money Card. Not only is this a fool 
proof way to avoid exceeding the allowance, but the card is also 
safe and secure as it is quite separate from a bank account.” 

Figure 7  What the £390 duty free allowance will buy in New York

Item New York London % US saving

Hollister Slim Straight men’s jeans £31.81 £54.00 -41%

Abercrombie & Fitch Laura Shine women’s hoodie £43.70 £68.00 -36%

Marc by Marc Jacobs leather card holder with money clip £68.57 £90.00 -24%

Elizabeth Arden Eight Hour Cream skin protectant (50ml) £13.64 £25.00 -45%

Clinique Chubby Stick intense lip £11.90 £17.00 -30%

Abercrombie & Fitch Abercrombie Hot cologne (50ml) £37.78 £58.00 -35%

Apple iPad mini smart cover £27.29 £35.00 -22%

Kindle Paperwhite WiFi eReader £83.96 £109.99 -24%

InnoTab 3S £55.97 £99.99 -44%

Monopoly Empire £13.99 £19.99 -30%

TOTAL £388.61 £576.97 -33%

Data relates to November 2013 exchange rate

By the end of the year the UK’s largest 
independent travel agent consortium reported 
that US holiday bookings were up 18 per cent 
year-on-year while Post Office dollar sales were 
running well ahead of 2012 level.
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Flights of fancy fuel stellar 
long haul performance 

There is little doubt that the flight factor had a hand in boosting 
demand for destinations further afield during 2013. It was a 
case of ‘the sky’s the limit’ for UK holidaymakers as competition 
intensified among airlines on popular routes and new planes 
took off. This made it easier to get to some of the UK’s 
favourite long haul destinations. The launch of the long-awaited 
Dreamliner was not without its problems, but its positive impact 
on Mexico and Thailand was undeniable.

There was again no stopping Mexico. A seemingly insatiable 
appetite for its winning combination of keenly-priced direct 
flights and luxury all inclusive accommodation at low prices 
was made all the more appealing with the advent of direct 
Dreamliner flights to Cancun. Over the past 12 months alone 
Post Office sales of the Mexican peso rose a further 33 per cent, 
contributing to a 248 per cent rise in the space of five years 
(see figure 8).

Less dramatically, Thailand maintained its position as the 
Far East favourite and was on course for a successful year as 
direct Dreamliner flights to Phuket began in November – that is 
until daily demonstrations in Bangkok hit the headlines. Despite 
this, a 14 per cent growth in sales of the Thai baht kept the 
destination in the Post Office top 10 currencies.

As expected, Thailand came under continued competition from 
Vietnam, where low prices, new boutique hotels and direct 
flights again made the destination a compelling proposition. In 
just two years since Vietnam Airlines started direct flights to 
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City from London Gatwick, sales of the 
Vietnamese dong have grown by 203 per cent, making this a 
star performer for the Post Office.

Elsewhere in the Far East things were looking good. The South 
Korean won (+30 per cent) and Malaysian ringgit (+30 per cent) 
were among the 20 fastest growing currencies and so was 
the Indonesian rupiah (+21 per cent). In October its most 
popular resort, Bali, reported double digit growth in tourism for 
January-August30 and was named best value destination in the 
Post Office Long Haul Report.

Paul Havenhand, Head of Travel at the Post Office, said: 
“The buying power of the pound had quite a bit to do with this. 
Resort prices in Bali were already low but a 26 per cent rise 
in sterling’s value against the rupiah made the island cheaper 
still for UK tourists. The same applied to Japan, which looked 
its most affordable in years after the yen fell over 20 per cent 
against sterling.”

It was not only the Far East that benefited. 16 of the 20 fastest 
growing currencies in 2013 were for long haul destinations 
and many had seen their value fall as sterling soared. By the 
end of the year sterling was stronger than in 2012 against 
three-quarters of the Post Office’s top 40 currencies and over 
80 per cent of these were for long haul destinations, among 
them Australia and South Africa.

16 of the 20 fastest growing currencies in 
2013 were for long haul destinations and many 
had seen their value fall as sterling soared.

Figure 8  Five year value sales growth for key long haul 
destinations between 2008 and 2013
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As the spotlight fell on Australia during the Lions Tour, sterling 
was climbing against its dollar for the first time in years. The 
spotlight also fell on South Africa when Nelson Mandela passed 
away after several years’ ill health and South African Tourism 
paid tribute, saying that his legacy had “transformed the 
tourism landscape31.” 

This came after a year when South Africa regained ground 
after a three-year hiatus following 2010’s Football World 
Cup. A 24 per cent surge in value for sterling against 
the rand will, no doubt, have helped to boost the 
country’s appeal and 2014’s celebration of 20 years 
of democracy together with a desire to tread in the 
footsteps of Mandela is likely to add to that. 

Transatlantic travellers continued to seek out 
good value destinations in the Caribbean32. 
Tobago was a surprise success as currency 
sales soared 31 per cent, while the Dominican 
Republic had a much better year with an 82 per 
cent rise year-on-year in peso oro sales. Resort 
prices fell sharply in Jamaica, making this one 
of the cheapest destinations in the Long Haul 
Report and Barbados sought to compete with a 
‘free spending money scheme’33. 

But it was not all plain sailing. Recurring riots and 
political unrest in Egypt led to a fall in UK visitors 
described by tourism officials as “catastrophic.” As 
the year ended the Foreign & Commonwealth Office 
lifted its advice against all but essential travel and tour 
operators offered bargain basement prices to encourage 
back visitors34.

Egypt’s pain proved Dubai’s gain in the summer. This was 
normally peak season for family visits to Egypt’s Red Sea resorts 
but a 45 per cent fall in international visitor numbers35 together 
with a 48 per cent year-on-year increase in Post Office summer 
sales of the UAE dirham suggest that holidaymakers changed 
course for Dubai instead. They may also have been heading to 
Abu Dhabi, which saw a 15 per cent increase in UK tourists. 
Elsewhere in the Gulf it was a good year for Oman and Qatar, 
which were identified as emerging hotspots in last year’s Holiday 
Money Report. They felt the benefit as currency sales have now 
risen 65 and 82 per cent respectively in just two years.

There was again no stopping Mexico. 
A seemingly insatiable appetite for its winning 
combination of keenly-priced direct flights 
and luxury all inclusive accommodation at 
low prices was made all the more appealing 
with the advent of direct Dreamliner flights 
to Cancun.

Currency movements & trends in 2013

Mexico

Japan
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Holiday cost-cutting and overspending 

During 2013 Post Office Travel Money commissioned a series 
of consumer research reports to see how UK tourists sought to 
cut costs or control expenditure on different types of overseas 
holidays. When holidaymakers were questioned about their 
spending habits and cost concerns relating to city breaks, 
self-catering, all inclusive and family holidays the common 
factor was food prices.

By far the biggest dent in the holiday budget came from eating 
out and it was families who had the most to lose, simply 
because parents had children to feed as well as themselves. 
Post Office research into spending on family holidays in June36 
established that, on average, parents paid £213 for meals on 
their last family holiday overseas, over twice as much as for 
sightseeing and drinks (see figure 9).

However, what they might actually spend varied dramatically 
across the eurozone and, if a family ate out daily, they 
would almost certainly bust their budget. Recent Post Office 
barometer research37 found that a family meal with drinks 
cost just over £34 in Majorca or the Costa del Sol – adding 
up to around £240 over a week - but was nearly twice that 
much in the south of France and three times more in Sorrento 
(see figure 10). This helps to explain why another Post Office 
survey38 found that 44 per cent of people overspent on their 
last trip abroad by an average of £177 each.

Paul Havenhand, Head of Travel at the Post Office, said: 
“Eurozone price variations are much greater than you might 
expect. Families who eat out every day on a one week holiday 
in Italy could add over £700 to their overall expenditure – while 
they should expect a weekly bill of around £250 in Spain or 
Portugal. There is no doubting that paying out for meals and 
drinks can transform the cost of a family holiday and this 
helps to explain the enduring popularity of Spanish resorts 
and the Algarve.” 

When the Post Office investigated the self-catering holiday 
sector, it found further evidence of overspending39. Research 
revealed that over three-quarters of parents had chosen 
self-catering in recent years and almost half did so to cut 
costs. However, 52 per cent of them still bust their budget. 
One-in-five overspent by over £100 and food, they said, 
was the major culprit because 47 per cent exceeded their 
shopping budget while almost three-in-five did so by eating 
out in restaurants. 

However, as with other Post Office cost comparisons, the 
Self Catering on a Shoestring shopping barometer found that 
resort shops in Spain and the Algarve would set families back 
far less than their eastern Med competitors40. 

Figure 9  Family spending on an overseas holiday

Item Average overseas spend

1  Eating Out £213.49

2  Sightseeing £104.54

3  Drinks £103.32

4  Entertainment £56.31

5  Souvenirs £50.94

Figure 10  Family meal costs in the Eurozone

Destination Family meals for one week

Spain: Costa del Sol £240.94

Spain: Majorca £240.94

Portugal: Algarve £252.98

Cyprus: Ayia Napa £278.95

Greece: Corfu £301.21

France: Nice £451.78

Italy: Sorrento £722.89

 Data relates to exchange rate on 2 January 2014

The consumer view

Costa del Sol

If a family ate out daily, they 
would almost certainly bust 
their budget.
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High food and drink prices were also the most likely cost 
considerations to put holidaymakers off visiting a city41. 
One-in-three said it would definitely deter them, while over 
half said that it would be a consideration in their decision 
making and only 12 per cent said it would not affect their 
decision. From that perspective, Prague looks a more enticing 
prospect than Bruges, since the latest Post Office City Costs 
Barometer (see page 7) reveals that meal costs in the Czech 
capital are two-thirds lower. 

Spending extra on an all inclusive holiday 

It was another record year in the relentless rise of all inclusive 
holidays – one in which sales for the most dominant operator, 
TUI Travel, grew 14 per cent in the UK and Ireland42. Over 
two-in-five UK adults have now been on an all inclusive 
trip overseas and 38 per cent of package holidays in 2013 
were expected to be all inclusive ones43. Yet, over 15 million 
holidaymakers paid for extras on these all inclusive trips, 
according to research for the latest Post Office All Inclusive 
Holiday Report44.

One of the key reasons they did so was to have some choice 
in the food they ate. When asked what they expected to be 
included, 87 per cent of holidaymakers believed their all 
inclusive package would extend to all meals – with over half 
thinking they would have a choice of dining options45 and 
31 per cent thought that a la carte dining would be available. 

However almost three-in-five of the hotels surveyed by the 
Post Office worldwide excluded a la carte meals – rising to 
75 per cent in Europe46 (see figure 11). As a result, more than 
one-in-six (3.5 million people) chose to pay for meal choice on 
their last all inclusive holiday at an average cost of £30.21 for 
one meal. 

Internet access, bottles of wine, branded drinks and cocktails 
were also widely expected to be free in all inclusive resorts. 
However, the Post Office research revealed that holidaymakers’ 
expectations were unlikely to be met – especially in Europe. 
Instead the average they could expect to pay ranged from 
£4.62 an hour for internet access to over £13 for a bottle of wine.

Paul Havenhand said: “Since millions of people are paying for 
extras on their all inclusive holiday, it is vitally important to carry 
plenty of foreign cash. Our research found that only half of the 
holidaymakers who paid for extras had taken enough foreign 
currency with them so 25 per cent paid by credit card and 
18 per cent by debit card, laying themselves open to additional 
bank transfer charges.

“Almost one-in-ten withdrew cash from an ATM abroad or 
changed pounds in their hotel where exchange rates are likely to 
be poor. The sensible solution for holidaymakers thinking ahead 
is to order currency online for the best rate or to load cash onto 
a prepaid Travel Money Card to provide back-up funds when 
those extra charges roll in.”

Figure 11  The things holidaymakers expect to be included on all inclusive holidays - but what is not included

Item % holidaymakers who  
expected item included

% all inclusive holidays  
where NOT included

European 
resorts

Long haul 
resorts

Bottled water 66% 28% 30% 25%

Internet access 58% 45% 60% 30%

Bottles of wine 52% 75% 65% 85%

Cocktails 46% 18% 35% 0%

Branded soft drinks 44% 45% 75% 15%

Branded alcoholic drinks 34% 65% 85% 45%

Mini bar 34% 65% 85% 45%

A la carte dining 31% 58% 75% 40%

Note: for most items, the Post Office found a margin of between 3-15 per cent where inclusion or exclusion could not be verified.

The consumer view
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The year ahead

Signs of economic recovery announced in the Chancellor’s 
Autumn Statement are just the tonic that the travel industry 
needed after gloomy forecasts in previous years. There is no 
denying the importance of confidence in the economy – not to 
mention job security - in determining holiday plans. Therefore, 
the publication of new research confirming a mood of cautious 
optimism is welcome news. 

ABTA’s announcement that significant numbers of consumers 
expect to spend more on holidays in 2014 was first off the 
block47 followed by the quarterly Holiday Confidence Index48, 
which revealed a doubling in the numbers of people who believe 
the economy will improve compared with the previous index. 
What’s more, only one-in-five expressed insecurity about their 
job and 44 per cent of those planning holidays abroad claimed 
they had cut other areas of spending to take that trip49.

So far, so good – but what is the travel industry doing to entice 
the UK public? The most obvious answer is that airlines are 
making it easier to get to destinations worldwide than ever 
before – and not just from London airports. easyJet is adding 
new routes from Glasgow, Edinburgh, Manchester and Liverpool 
as well as expanding out of Gatwick and Stansted50. Not to be 
outdone, Monarch will fly to Naples from Manchester while BMI 
will introduce direct flights between Newcastle and Brussels. 

Further afield not even the spectre of higher APD tax from 
next April could put the damper on airline plans to make the 
world a smaller place. More Dreamliners are taking to the skies, 
brightening the prospects for Caribbean islands like Jamaica 
and the Dominican Republic as well as for Texas, which will 
benefit from direct British Airways flights to Austin from March. 
There will be more choice – and lower prices – for transatlantic 
tourists travelling to New York and Los Angeles too when the 
Scandinavian budget carrier, Norwegian, begins flights from 
Gatwick in July.

2014 will be another eventful year too, with milestones to mark 
that are destined to draw visitors from the UK. Nelson Mandela’s 
death in December makes South Africa’s celebration of 20 years 
of democracy all the more poignant and there is good reason 
to suppose that the current growth trend will accelerate in the 
coming year. Sterling’s strength against the rand will help and so 
too will ‘A Long Walk to Freedom’, the new film following the life 
of South Africa’s first democratically elected president. 

Commemorative events to mark the 100th anniversary of the 
outbreak of the First World War will put the spotlight on the 
battlefields of France and Flanders and attract school groups as 
well as anyone interested in military history.

In January Latvia becomes the 18th member of the eurozone 
and the next 12 months will reveal whether the country follows 
the example of Cyprus, where prices rose after it joined the club.

In February the little-known Black Sea resort of Sochi will have 
an unparalleled opportunity to flaunt its attractions to the 

world when the Winter Olympics is staged there. Whether 
or not skiers are convinced to plan future trips depends 

on ease of access to the Russian resort and political 
stability in the region. However, the event itself 

could boost late season demand for European ski 
holidays, always assuming snow continues to fall 
in the early spring.

Last but by no means least, the full glare of 
attention will be on Brazil in June as the 
World Cup gets underway. Although soaring 
prices could prove a disincentive to football 
fans and holidaymakers alike, the strength of 
sterling against the Brazilian real will help.

What’s in store for travellers in 2014

Dates for the travel diary

January 1:  
Latvia joins the eurozone 

February 7:  
Winter Olympics start in Sochi

April 27:  
20 years of democracy in South Africa

June 12:  
Football World Cup starts in Brazil

July 28:  
First World War centenary

South Africa
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Destination success rate could lie in 
sterling’s hands   

Exchange rates can make a significant difference to 
the spending power of UK tourists abroad and many 
holidaymakers are switching on to this51. This means that 
sterling’s strength or otherwise could hold the key to travel 
decisions in the coming year. As ever, the power of the 
pound remains unpredictable but as the Holiday Money 
Report went to press the prospects look brighter than they 
have for some time in most destinations.

Sterling has been climbing steadily in recent months and is 
now weaker against only nine of the Post Office top holiday 
currencies (see figure 12). Seven are European ones – 
although the year-on-year drop in sterling’s value is minor 
against most of these, ranging from just 0.1 per cent to 
2.0 per cent. By contrast, it has fallen almost 11 per cent 
against the Icelandic krona so holidaymakers planning a 
Northern Lights break might be better to plump for Norway 
where the pound buys over 11 per cent more krone than a 
year ago.

The best bargain of all looks to be Bali because its currency, 
the Indonesian rupiah, has slumped by over 29 per cent 
against sterling compared with last January. South Africa, 
Japan and Australia also look good bets offering long haul 
tourists significantly more for their pounds than 12 months 
ago (see figure 13) while in Europe bargain hunters will get 
21 per cent more cash for Turkey. The Turkish lira has been 
falling in value against sterling for several months and has 
now hit a five year low, making it worth 62 per cent less 
than in January 2009.

Paul Havenhand, Head of Travel at the Post Office, said: 
“We urge cost-conscious holidaymakers to include a 
comparison of exchange rates for all the destinations they are 
considering before coming to a final decision about where to 
travel in 2014. This is likely to make a positive difference to 
the overall cost of a holiday. 

“At the moment sterling is stronger against three-quarters of 
the top Post Office holiday currencies. £500 will buy nearly 
£113 more Indonesian rupiah for a trip to Bali and almost as 
much as that in South African rand. Tourists can also expect 
to have the equivalent of £87 extra cash in their pockets on a 
trip to Turkey.”  

Sterling has been climbing steadily 
in recent months and is now 
weaker against only nine of the 
Post Office top holiday currencies.

Figure 12  Currencies whose exchange rates have 
strengthened against sterling
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Figure 13  Currencies whose exchange rates have 
weakened most against sterling
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What’s in store for travellers in 2014
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Figure 14

Post Office Travel Money Worldwide Holiday Costs Barometer  
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Falling resort costs brighten the forecast

The sixth annual Worldwide Holiday Costs Barometer compiled 
by Post Office Travel Money brings encouraging news for 
wallet-watchers. Local resort prices have fallen in half the 
destinations surveyed for this year’s snapshot of what tourists 
can expect to pay in holiday hotspots. Once the exchange rate is 
applied to reveal actual costs, the forecast is looking increasingly 
bright for UK holidaymakers travelling abroad in 2014.

The combination of a stronger pound and lower charges in 
shops, restaurants and bars means that typical resort prices 
are down in 70 per cent of destinations, with the biggest falls 
of 30 per cent in Jamaica, 31 per cent in Japan and 32 per cent 
in the Gambia52. Meal prices are the main reason for this 
as restaurants become increasingly competitive in their bid 
to attract tourists. 30 of 44 destinations surveyed for the 
barometer have reported that eating out is cheaper in their 
resorts than a year ago.

Among these is Bali, which has risen from fourth position a 
year ago to take the top spot, replacing Sri Lanka, now down to 
15th place after registering the barometer’s highest price rise 
of 38 per cent. A slump in the value of the Indonesian rupiah 
makes the cost of meals, drinks and other tourist items 19 per 
cent cheaper in Bali now than a year ago while competitors like 
Malaysia and Mauritius are more than double the cost. 

Portugal and Spain provide the most unexpected barometer 
story. Prices are down 18 per cent in the Algarve, suggesting 
that Portugal’s most popular resort area means business in the 
year ahead. By contrast they have risen 15 per cent in the Costa 
del Sol. As a result Spain has fallen to sixth place in the table 
from the top spot it shared with Sri Lanka last January, while 
Portugal emerges as Europe’s cheapest destination for the first 
time since 2010 and second only to Bali worldwide. 

Portugal is not the only eurozone destination surveyed where 
prices for UK tourists will be lower. Resorts in Cyprus, Greece 
and Italy are also cheaper but Italy remains the most expensive 
eurozone resort costing twice as much as either Spain 
or Portugal.

Elsewhere in Europe, the Czech Republic has retained third 
place for the fourth year running on the back of cheap meal 
prices in Prague, while Bulgaria has moved ahead of Spain to 
fifth place. Aside from Portugal, the biggest European price fall 
has been in Turkey, where the weak lira means that prices have 
tumbled 19 per cent in Marmaris.

Post Office Head of Travel Paul Havenhand said: “The fall in the 
value of the lira should make Marmaris and other Turkish resorts 
very attractive to bargain hunters. Not only have prices fallen this 
year but they are now 29 per cent cheaper than two years ago.” 

Orlando emerges as best value of four USA destinations 
surveyed and the only one to make it into the barometer top 
20. Prices in San Francisco, New York and Washington D.C. 
are 21-27 per cent more expensive than in the theme park 
family favourite.

Although destinations ‘down under’ are again the most 
expensive, the increased value of sterling means prices have 
dropped 17 per cent in Australia and almost three per cent in 
New Zealand to put both within spitting distance of Singapore 
where the barometer basket is up 13 per cent. 

Turbulent times for Egypt may account for a steep 33 per cent 
rise in prices reported in Sharm el-Sheikh. However, these 
remain 17 per cent lower than in mid haul competitor Dubai 
and can be hoped to level off once visitors start to return to a 
destination known for value.

What’s in store for travellers in 2014

44 destinations were surveyed for the Worldwide Holiday 
Costs Barometer with the help of national and local 
tourist boards and specialist tour operators53. Eight 
items – a three course meal for two with wine, cup 
of coffee, bottle of local beer, can of Coca-Cola, glass 
of wine, bottle of still water, suncream and packet of 
cigarettes – were selected as representative of the types 
of purchases that UK tourists are most likely to make on 
a foreign holiday. 

Prices were not submitted for Greece or France and the 
data used is therefore the latest available (July 2013) for 
Corfu and Nice, with current exchange rates applied.

Bali

The combination of a stronger pound and 
lower charges in shops, restaurants and bars 
means that typical resort prices are down in 
70 per cent of destinations.
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Where’s hot for 2014? 

Few would contest the view that Mexico will continue 
its inexorable rise in 2014 and that demand for 
Thailand will stay strong, even if the talked-about 
Thai tourism tax does go ahead and unrest continues 
to spill onto the streets of Bangkok. The appeal of 
Thomson’s Dreamliner flights to Cancun and Phuket 
will see to that, as will the increased competition this 
will stimulate from other airlines.

But where else will prove 2014’s holiday hotspots? A 
number of factors will determine where holidaymakers 
travel this year, among them destination and flight 
developments, package prices, resort costs, exchange 
rates and consumer demand that spurred growth in 
the recent past. Using these measures, Post Office 
Travel Money has identified the 10 hotspots it predicts 
are most likely to hit the headlines in the coming year.    

 

Bali
Its weak currency means visitors will have 
29 per cent more cash in hand than a year ago 
and, once in Bali, resort prices are the lowest 
of 44 destinations worldwide. Little wonder 
then that the island saw double digit tourism 
growth in 2013 while currency sales of the 
Indonesian rupiah rose over 20 per cent. 

Croatia
It would take a brave man to predict a 
slowdown in the momentum that has seen 
Croatia rise to become Europe’s most 
fashionable destination. Resort prices 
may not be as low as in some European 
competitors54, but the country has raced 
ahead as a doubling in Post Office sales 
over the past two years demonstrates. Tour 
operators are expanding their programmes 
to accommodate demand, Croatia’s first 
waterpark will open in Istria to attract 
families and Dubrovnik, rated the city most 
wanted to visit in last year’s Post Office City 
Costs Barometer, is upgrading its hotels.

Dominican Republic
The weak Dominican peso oro and five-star 
accommodation at four-star prices explain 
the biggest currency sales growth for any 
Caribbean or Latin American destination during 
2013. Increased British Airways flights to the 
island and the introduction of Dreamliner travel 
should help to ensure that growth continues 
apace and the Dominican Republic can mount 
a challenge to Mexico in offering the best value 
luxury all inclusive holidays.

Japan
If the slide of the yen continues, visiting 
Japan should no longer be out of reach 
of most pockets. The destination’s appeal 
is undeniable and demonstrated by its 
remarkable recovery since the 2011 tsunami. 
Now 25 per cent more cash in hand for UK 
visitors will make the iconic attractions of 
Tokyo, Kyoto and Mount Fuji much more 
affordable.

New Zealand
Positive reviews for the latest helping of 
The Hobbit should fuel further demand from 
consumers keen to see the New Zealand 
scenery showcased in the film. That trend 
began after the first film and strong dollar 
sales during 2013 point to latent demand for 
trips of a lifetime. 

Oman
For years Oman has lagged behind its 
more commercial Gulf State competitors 
but a growth of 65 per cent in sales of the 
Omani riyal since 2011 suggests that the 
concerted efforts being made to promote 
its natural attractions are bearing fruit. In 
2014 flights twinning Oman with Indian 
Ocean destinations can be hoped to extend 
its appeal.

TOP TEN HOTSPOTS 2014

2014 preview
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Portugal
In the highly competitive race for the hearts 
and minds of UK visitors to Europe, Portugal 
is this year’s tip for the top. Not only is 
the Algarve 2014’s cheapest European 
destination in the Worldwide Holiday 
Costs Barometer, but its capital, Lisbon, is 
lowest-priced for a eurozone city break and 
a worthy contender for Eastern Europe’s 
bargain cities. 

South Africa
While the Mandela factor can be expected to 
fuel interest in South Africa as it prepares 
to celebrate 20 years of democracy, Cape 
Town has been named 2014 World Design 
Capital and will run events year-round to 
attract visitors. When it comes to the pound 
in the pocket, the signs look promising too. 
Rand sales grew for the first time since the 
2010 World Cup to finish last year 31 per 
cent up – boosted no doubt by a 28 per 
cent strengthening in the value of sterling. 
South Africa also emerges as a Worldwide 
Holiday Costs Barometer top 10 destination, 
with prices down 17 per cent in Cape Town 
compared with last January. 

United Arab Emirates
Abu Dhabi has joined Dubai in offering 
affordable luxury to UK holidaymakers 
– not to mention an enticing calendar of 
events including the Formula 1 Grand 
Prix. After the surge in demand seen for 
both Emirates last year, 2014 should 
consolidate their popularity on the back 
of more demand for short breaks and 
two-centre holidays made possible by 
Emirates and Etihad stopovers en route to 
long haul destinations. 

Vietnam
2013’s biggest success can expect to build 
on its popularity over the past two years 
as more luxury resorts open in Vietnam. 
Direct Vietnam Airlines flights have been 
the main impetus for growth but the new 
Etihad service to Saigon will increase 
capacity and help to broaden the options 
for UK tourists.

 
 

Outsider choice
Perennial favourites Egypt and Turkey will fight hard to attract 
back visitors after 2013’s difficulties but whether they can do so 
depends on consumer confidence that they are safe to visit. On 
the plus side, package prices for Egypt are cheap55 and sterling 
is riding high against the Egyptian pound. Tour operators are 
also predicting a resurgence of interest in Turkey and the lira’s 
slump against sterling bodes well for the country as do lower 
resort prices. 

Emerging destinations
Established resorts will have to contend with competition from 
emerging destinations as they move into the mainstream. This 
year the Post Office tips Burma, Qatar and the Philippines 
as destinations to watch. Burma is opening up to tourism as 
never before with a rash of escorted tours to lead the way for 
more adventurous tourists. Visitors are best advised to carry 
US dollars and change them into Burmese kyat on arrival at 
the airport. 

The re-introduction of direct Philippine Airlines’ flights from 
Heathrow to Manila should also stimulate demand from intrepid UK 
tourists and a year-on-year growth of 44 per cent in sales of the 
Philippino piso suggests that some have already taken that step. 

In the luxury market, Qatar is tipped for success for the third 
year running after sales of the riyal grew a further 31 per cent 
in 2013. This suggests that the Gulf State’s heavy investment 
in tourism, first reported in the 2011/12 Holiday Money Report, 
is making its mark. With five-star luxury hotels and growing 
appeal as a stopover destination for the Indian Ocean and 
Far East, Qatar can expect to make further headway in 2014. 

Paul Havenhand, Head of Travel at the Post Office, said: 
“Holidaymakers will be spoilt for choice this year with better 
value-for-money in most destinations worldwide. To cash in on 
this, UK tourists should check before booking to see where the 
pound is worth most and where resort costs are low. They can 
check out resort prices at www.postoffice.co.uk/worldwidecosts 
and then change sufficient travel cash to cover the cost of those 
tourist items, especially meals.”

2014 preview
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Sources

1. ABTA Consumer Holiday Trends Report (October), Deloitte Consumer Tracker 
(October) and First Rate Holiday Confidence Index (November) all commented 
on growing consumer confidence.

2. First Rate Holiday Confidence Index - Winter 2013 reported that more than 
half of consumers intend to holiday abroad in 2014 and 40 per cent had 
booked their holiday.

3. Travelmole (November) reported that 97 per cent of respondents travelling 
on the Thomson 787 Dreamliner rated their experience as good/excellent and 
99 per cent would recommend the airline after travelling on the plane.

4. Thomas Cook announced a 65 per cent fall in full-year pre-tax losses on 
28 November, while TUI Travel reported record pre-tax profits up 21 per cent 
on 10 December.

5. TravelSupermarket research (December) revealed that 37 per cent named the 
Northern Lights their top ‘must-see’ destination, beating the Great Barrier 
Reef and Egypt’s Pyramids.

6. Tourism New Zealand reported growth in Selling Long Haul (July/August).
7. Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority reported that 130,038 UK visitors 

checked into the Emirate’s hotels in the first 10 months of 2013, a 15 per cent 
increase on 2012 (December).

8. Hayes & Jarvis Trend Report reported a boom in bookings for South Africa 
after the BBC1 Africa series (May).

9. Japan National Tourism Organisation reported UK visitors up 10.3 per cent 
year-on-year for January to November.

10. Travel Weekly reported the results of an Explore poll which revealed that 
56 per cent of women and 44 per cent of men would not consider a Turkey 
holiday after the government crackdown on street protests in June. It also 
reported that travel industry analyst GfK had tracked a two per cent rise in 
Turkey bookings up to June 8 with a £26 year-on-year rise in average selling 
prices but a fall of £42 the following week.

11. Hayes & Jarvis Trend Reports in May and October referred to five-star 
all inclusive value as a reason for the Dominican Republic’s success.

12. Hayes & Jarvis Trend Report in May commented on a rise in demand for 
Tobago at the expense of other Caribbean islands.

13. Post Office research (June) found that meal costs in Moscow were at least 
twice as expensive as four other Eastern European cities (Vilnius, Riga, 
Budapest and Tallinn).

14. Travelmole reported that the Brazilian government has pledged to monitor 
price hikes after fears of escalating flight and room rates ahead of the Football 
World Cup (October).

15. Post Office City Costs Barometer research (March and December) found that 
Prague was the cheapest in Europe for restaurant meals. 

16. Travelbag reported that 2013 holiday bookings for Mauritius were up 
82 per cent compared with 2012.

17. Travelbag also reported a 68 per cent rise in bookings for Sri Lanka 
during 2013.

18. A 4.4 per cent year-on-year increase in UK tourists to Spain for the first nine 
months of the year was quoted by Tourism Minister Jose Manuel Soria at 
World Travel Market (November). 

19. Greece National Tourism Organisation was quoted in Travel Weekly 
(November) as expecting a record number of UK visitors in 2013, up five per 
cent on 2012.

20. TTG Digital quoted the 13 per cent fall in UK tourists reported by the Cyprus 
Tourism Organisation in the Famagusta Gazette (September).

21. February reports published on DailyMail.co.uk, This is Money and 
Telegraph.co.uk each discussed further falls in sterling against the euro with 
some commentators forecasting parity.

22. Superbreak reported a 192 per cent year-on-year increase in online revenue 
for European city breaks (March).

23. Superbreak named Paris as the most popular city break destination.
24. Lisbon was named ‘Best City Break on a Budget’ in the inaugural Amadeus 

and World Travel Market Travel Experience Awards (November).
25. Travel Weekly Insight Annual Report 2013 said that the US continues to 

surpass all other long haul destinations.
26. Advantage Managing Director Julia Lo Bue-Said said that US sales had 

increased 18 per cent year-on-year in 2013 for member travel agencies.
27. Brand USA Chief Executive Chris Thompson interviewed in Travel Weekly 

(July).
28. Comment by Julia Lo Bue-Said of Advantage at World Travel Market Visit USA 

briefing (November).
29. City of New York reported record tourist visits to the city on 10 December in 

an announcement made by Mayor Michael Bloomberg. 
30. Travel Daily reported an increase of 11.6 per cent year-on-year in 

international visitors to Bali for January-August (October). 
31. Statement released by Thulani Nzima, CEO of South African Tourism, on 

6 December following the death of Nelson Mandela.

32. Caribbean Tourism Organisation was quoted in Travel Weekly (September) as 
saying that 2013 was a more positive year while specialist operator Caribtours 
reported forward bookings up 40 per cent after launching a new ‘affordable’ 
range.

33. Barbados Tourism Authority launched the Barbados Island Inclusive voucher 
scheme in September, providing UK holidaymakers with up to £128 spending 
money to redeem in restaurants, hotels, shops and on tours or car hire.

34. Long haul specialist Travelbag was offering a seven-night five-star All 
Inclusive package in Sharm el-Sheikh from £399 per person in early January.

35. Reuters quoted Egyptian Tourism Minister Hisham Zaazou as saying that 
tourist arrivals crashed by 45 percent in July and August (October). 

36. Populus research for Post Office Travel Money (June 2013) among 2,109 UK 
adults aged 18+. 200 were parents of children aged 18 or under who had been 
on an overseas holiday in the past three years with their children. 

37. Post Office Travel Money Half Term Barometer (October).
38. Populus research for Post Office Travel Money (March 2013) to find out 

attitudes about overseas holiday spending found that 44 per cent of adults 
overspent by an average of £177.36 on their last trip.

39. Populus research for Post Office Travel Money (May 2013) among 2,103 UK 
adults found 64 per cent of them had taken a self-catering holiday over the 
past three years, rising to 78 per cent among parents with children under the 
age of 18. 49 per cent of those parents chose self-catering to cut costs but 
52 per cent overspent their budget.

40. Prices for the Self Catering on a Shoestring barometer were researched for 
Post Office Travel Money by holiday operator Cosmos. The cheapest resorts 
were Costa Blanca, the Algarve, Lanzarote, Menorca and Majorca. Corfu, 
Crete, Dalaman and Limasol in the Eastern Med were more expensive.

41. Populus research for Post Office Travel Money (January 2013) found that 
high prices for food and drink were the biggest deterrent to city break 
holidaymakers.

42. TTG Digital report on TUI Travel UK all inclusive sales increase (November).
43. GfK Ascent Leisure Travel Monitor reported that all inclusive holidays will 

account for 42 per cent of overseas package holidays in 2013, up from 34 per 
cent in 2012. Consumer research carried out online by Populus for Post Office 
Travel Money in May 2013 found that more than two in five of adults, aged 
18+ (44 per cent), 893 of survey respondents, had been on an all inclusive 
holiday. The biggest increase was in European all inclusive holidays: 32 per 
cent of survey respondents, a rise of seven per cent since 2012.

44. Using the latest population estimate from the Office for National Statistics 
for UK adults aged 18+ - 50,521,116 (10 December 2013) - the Post Office 
consumer research finding that 44 per cent of UK adults have been on an all 
inclusive holiday overseas means that the total numbers who have done so 
is 22,229,291. 71 per cent of these paid extra for items on an all inclusive 
holiday – amounting to 15,782,797 holidaymakers.

45. The research by Populus in May 2013 asked respondents who had been on 
an all inclusive holiday overseas what they expected to be included in their 
package. 87 per cent replied that they expected all meals to be included and 
53 per cent expected a choice of restaurants as opposed to one buffet.

46. 20 European hotels and 20 hotels in mid and long haul destinations were 
contacted as part of the research. Of these 15 were rated three-star, 17 were 
four-star and eight were five-star. All were asked what was included in all 
inclusive packages and for charges of all extras.

47. The annual survey of 2,000-plus consumers by the Association of British 
Travel Agents (October) found that one-in-five respondents expect to spend 
more on holidays next year. 

48. 26 per cent of those questioned for the Holiday Confidence Index produced by 
First Rate Exchange Services, YouGov, the Institute of Travel & Tourism and 
the University of Wolverhampton (Winter 2013) believed that the economy will 
improve, double the number questioned in March 2013. 20 per cent were not 
secure about their job while 37 per cent believed that their job was secure.

49. 44 per cent of 2,792 adults aged 18+ surveyed by YouGov for the Holiday 
Confidence Index who intend to holiday in the coming 12 months claim to cut 
spending in other areas to secure their overseas trip.

50. easyJet’s 2014 schedule includes new routes from Glasgow and Edinburgh to 
Split and Kos; from Manchester to Venice and from Liverpool to Larnaca. New 
services will also operate from Stansted to Sofia and from Gatwick to Paris, 
Bucharest and Brittany. 

51. First Rate Holiday Confidence Index Winter 2013 revealed that 40 per cent of 
holidaymakers consider the exchange rate when planning holidays abroad, up 
from 37 per cent for the previous index in March 2013.

52. While prices are quoted by country or island, the data relates to specific 
resorts or cities, nominated by tourist boards as being most popular with UK 
tourists or representative of average tourist prices. 

53. Tour operators who contributed resort costs data for the Worldwide Holiday 
Costs Barometer were Balkan Holidays, Serenity Holidays and Travelbag.

54. Post Office 2014 Worldwide Holiday Costs Barometer revealed that prices in 
Kvarner were more expensive than in the Algarve, Sunny Beach, Costa del Sol, 
Marmaris, Paphos, Corfu and Sliema. 

55. In December Travelbag was quoting a package price of £399 per person for 
travel in January. 



 
 

•	 News briefings on topical currency-related stories.

•	 Prompt response to enquiries about currency movements or 
rates and requests for trend data on currency sales, including 
comment from and interviews with Post Office Travel Money 
experts. 

•	 Regular travel and currency reports. For 2014 these will 
include: 

 Spring:  City Costs Barometer – how the costs add up for 
holidaymakers in European and US cities

   Holiday Costs Barometer – living costs comparison 
survey covering the most popular summer 
destinations for UK tourists 

 Summer:   Motoring on the Continent – barometer of fuel costs 
for holiday motorists in European countries plus 
comparison of car rental charges

   Self-catering on a Shoestring – survey assessing 
food shopping costs across Europe for self-catering 
holidaymakers

   Family Holiday Report – report reviewing how prices 
impact on families visiting beach resorts during the 
summer holidays 

   Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales Family 
Holiday Reports – customised reports that focus on 
prospects for families travelling from these regions

   All Inclusive Holiday Monitor – third investigative 
report into this fast-growing sector including 
holidaymaker feedback on experiences

 Autumn:   Long Haul Holiday Report – comparison of living 
costs and exchange rates for popular long haul 
destinations 

 Winter:   Ski Resort Report – how ski and living cost prices 
compare in international ski resorts 

   Christmas Shopping Breaks – annual comparison 
reports on costs in cities holding European 
Christmas Markets and the savings to be made on 
gift items in US cities compared to London 

 

The Post Office is the UK’s largest travel money 
provider and offers over 70 different currencies 
with 0 per cent commission on all foreign 
currency and travellers’ cheques. 

25 currencies are available on demand at 
1,600 larger Post Office branches, whilst over 
4,000 branches offer US dollars or Turkish lira 
on demand and more than 10,000 branches 
offer euros on demand. Currency can also be 
pre-ordered at over 11,500 branches or online for 
branch or home delivery at www.postoffice.co.uk. 

The Post Office Travel Money Card is a chip and 
PIN-enabled prepaid MasterCard® that is safe 
and secure to use because it is separate from a 
user’s bank account. Available nationwide from 
Post Office branches and online, there are eight 
currency cards – euro, US dollar, Australian dollar, 
Canadian dollar, New Zealand dollar, South African 
rand, Swiss franc and sterling, which are accepted 
in over 32 million locations worldwide. 

The Post Office has been named ‘Best Foreign 
Exchange Provider’ by the UK public seven years 
running at the prestigious British Travel Awards.

The Post Office also provides a range of great 
value travel services including single trip and 
annual travel insurance policies, passport 
Check & Send and international money transfers.

For more information visit your local  
Post Office branch, go to www.postoffice.co.uk 
or call 08457 223344.
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